Nihilism: The CounterOrder
Contemporary Nihilism is a living, active expression of revolution and personal development being conducted by
individuals and organized forces
throughout the world. In this regard The
CounterOrder serves as a unique communications network for intellectual
development and collaboration between Nihilists.
Initiated in 1998, the website

What is
The CounterOrder?

www.CounterOrder.com (the word
'counterorder' being a synonym for revolution) includes a wide array of origi-
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nal material on the topic of nihilism and
related ideas written and created by
Freydis, the nom de guerre for an author and artist based in the United
States.

CounterOrder.com
Nihilism is simply when conditions are
so unhealthy within our surroundings
that destruction is desirable for its own
sake without a fear of the future.

E-Mail: Freydis@CounterOrder.com
Nihilism the book: http://www.lulu.com/
content/3425986
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Yes, Nihilism can be an endeavor of physiAs established structures and the esteemed

cal destruction typified by the classical revo-

From revolution into evolution, find out

values previously assumed permanent crum-

lution of barricades and firebombs. But Nihil-
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ble and fall around us, we’re gradually realiz-

ism can just as well be a purely intellectual
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ing that destruction is as important as con-

endeavor, destroying flawed faith and un-

struction, and that death is just as important

healthy beliefs. Similarly Nihilism can in-

as life. Everything begins, grows and dies

clude the entire world, or merely your living-

one way or another. Realizing this is to also

room; the cultural mindset of a nation, or

recognize that many things have outlived

just the thoughts inside your own head.

And, if you have what it takes, join our
effort today!

their usefulness to us, both collectively and
as individuals.
Nihilism challenges
In order to survive and prosper we have to

» Harmful beliefs

develop nimble minds and critical faculties

» Unhealthy mental or physical environment

capable of discerning the healthy and the

» Oppressive authority

harmful. We have to have the strength and

» Regressive culture

courage to question the obvious and the popular, and the strength to demolish beliefs,
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values and material structures when neces-

Our revolution need not be violent, just as it

sary.

can be a radical change in physical surroundings or a radical alteration in perceptions and way of thinking within an individual
Dmitrii Pisarev, a 19th century

mind.

Russian Nihilist, said, "What can

be broken, should be broken."

Indeed, you may already be a revolutionary,
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just as many are already nihilists but lack
Nihilism is about testing the
rules, assumptions and beliefs of
our age.

the word and concept to describe themselves!
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Nihilism the book: http://www.lulu.com/content/3425986

